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VICTIM AWARE POWER CONTROL restrial radio access network ( E - UTRAN ) , Stage 2 , ” TS 
METHOD AND APPARATUS IN WIRELESS 36.300 version 15.0.2 , Release 15 ; and 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ( non - Patent Document 4 ) 3GPP TR 36.922 : “ Evolved 
universal terrestrial radio access ( E - UTRA ) ; TDD home 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 5 eNode B ( HeNB ) radio frequency ( RF ) requirements analy 
APPLICATION sis ” . 

10 

a 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION The present application claims priority to Korean Patent 
Application No. 10-2019-0062539 , filed May 28 , 2019 , the 
entire contents of which is incorporated herein for all An objective of the present invention is to provide a 

power control apparatus and method in a wireless commu purposes by this reference . nication system , the apparatus and method being capable of 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION controlling power of an FUE unit of an aggressor cell so as 

to decrease co - channel interference between a non - regis 
15 tered MUE unit and a FUE unit registered in a femto base Field of the Invention station ( FeNB ) within a heterogeneous network environ 

ment . 
The present invention relates to a power control method Technical solutions obtainable from the present disclosure and apparatus in a wireless communication system . More are not limited the above - mentioned technical solutions , and 

particularly , the present invention relates to controlling 20 other unmentioned technical solutions can be clearly under 
power of an aggressor cell so as to reduce co - channel stood from the following description by those having ordi 
interference ( CCI ) in uplink transmission due to sharing the nary skill in the technical field to which the present invention 
same frequency band between a femto user equipment belongs to . 
( FUE ) unit and a macro user equipment ( MUE ) unit . The In order to achieve the above objective , according to one 
appealing feature of the invention is that it considers the 25 aspect of the present invention , there is provided a method 
victim situation while controlling the user's power . of controlling a wireless communication system , wherein 

the system is configured with multiple femto base stations 
Description of the Related Art ( FeNBs ) in which one femto user equipment ( FUE ) unit is 

registered in each FeNB , and an evolved base station ( eNB ) 
Long term evolution ( LTE ) femto cells can use all avail- 30 including multiple macro user equipment ( MUE ) units ; and , 

able frequency bands defined in the 3rd Generation Partner- the method including : registering information on reference 
ship Project ( 3GPP ) , and serious co - channel interference signal receive power ( RSRP ) of the registered FUE in the 
occurs between a macro cell user and a femto cell user , and FeNB and the NB ; performing communication with the 
between a femto cell user and a femto cell user . In addition , registered FUE unit and the MUE unit ; and controlling 
a dedicated band for a femto cell is not present . 35 power of the FUE unit in association with an aggressor cell 
However , in a heterogeneous network , there are three by using RSRP information received from the eNB when 

major upload link interferences : interference in an uplink co - channel interference occurs in uplink communication 
signal from a FUE unit to an MUE unit ; interference in an with the registered FUE unit and with an MUE unit that is 
uplink signal from an MUE unit to an FUE unit ; and not registered in the FeNB . 
interference in an uplink signal from an FUE unit to a 40 Preferably , the RSRP may be a linear average over power 
neighboring FUE unit within the same macro cell . contributions of resource elements that carry cell - specific 

In order to reduce such co - channel interferences , reference signals within a measurement frequency band 
exchanging user information between base stations by using width . 
a general X2 interface has to be performed , and this causes Preferably , the controlling power of the FUE unit may 
increases in loads for providing a feedback process . Accord- 45 include : calculating , by the MUE unit where the co - channel 
ingly , a conventional method of reducing co - channel inter- interference has occurred , a threshold interference value of 
ference by using an X2 interface cannot be applicable to a a neighboring FUE unit by using a target signal - to - interfer 
heterogeneous network with high density . ence - plus - noise ratio ( SINR ) ; determining , by the FeNB , 

The foregoing is intended merely to aid in the understand- whether or not the registered FUE unit is in association with 
ing of the background of the present invention , and is not 50 the aggressor cell on the basis of the received threshold 
intended to mean that the present invention falls within the interference value and the RSRP information registered in 
purview of the related art that is already known to those the FeNB ; registering , by the FeNB , the FUE unit of the 
skilled in the art . aggressor cell in an aggressor cell list when it is determined 

that the registered FUE unit is in association with the 
DOCUMENTS OF RELATED ART 55 aggressor cell , and transferring the aggressor cell list to the 

eNB ; performing , by the eNB , sorting for aggressor cell lists 
( Patent Document 1 ) Korean Patent Application Publica- of multiple FeNBs so as to determine a worst FUE unit of 

tion No. 10-2013-0010128 “ Semi - persistent scheduling the aggressor cell , and transferring information on downlink 
grants in heterogeneous networks ” ; RSRP of the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell to the 

( non - Patent Document 1 ) 3GPP , “ FDD home eNode B 60 FeNB in which the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell is 
( HeNB ) radio frequency ( RF ) requirements analysis , " TR registered ; and gradually decreasing , by the FeNB in which 
36.921 version 15.0.1 , Release 15 ; the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell is registered , power 

( non - Patent Document 2 ) 3GPP TS 22.220 : “ Service of the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell . 
requirements for home node B ( HNB ) and home eNode B Preferably , the power of the worst FUE unit of the 
( HeNB ) ” , v9.1.1 ; 65 aggressor cell may be repeatedly decreased until an inter 

( non - Patent Document 3 ) 3GPP , “ Evolved universal ter- ference value Ivictim rec the MUE unit that is in association 
restrial radio access ( E - UTRA ) and evolved universal ter- with a victim cell becomes greater than a predefined thresh 

a 

a 
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old interference value Ivictim and a signal - to - interference- FUE unit of the aggressor cell , wherein the power of the 
plus - noise ratio SINR aggressor of the FUE unit of the aggres- worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell is repeatedly decreased 
sor cell becomes equal to or greater than a target signal - to- until an interference value Ivictim of the MUE unit that is 
interference - plus - noise ratio SINR aggressor . in association with a victim cell becomes greater than a 

Preferably , the controlling , by the FeNB , power of the 5 predefined threshold interference value I , th , and a signal 
FUE unit may be repeated until a relation between powers to - interference - plus - noise ratio SINR “ aggressor of the FUE 
of the MUE unit of the victim cell and the FUE unit of the unit of the aggressor cell becomes equal to or greater than a aggressor cell satisfies Equation 1 below , target signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio 

[ Equation 1 ] SINR 
According to an embodiment , among FUE units neigh In order to achieve the above object , according to another boring to an MUE unit of a victim cell , an FUE unit of an aspect of the present invention , there is provided a wireless 

communication system , wherein the system is configured aggressor cell can be derived on the basis of information on 
with multiple femto base stations ( FeNBs ) in which one RSRP of the FUE unit that is pre - registered in the closed 

subscriber femto user equipment ( FUE ) unit is registered in each FeNB , 15 group ( CSG ) , and a threshold interference value 
and an evolved base station ( eNB ) including multiple macro of the FUE unit . Subsequently , power of the derived FUE 
user equipment ( MUE ) units , wherein the FeNB in which unit of the aggressor cell may be gradually decreased until 
one FUE unit is registered is configured to receive a thresh an interference value of the MUE unit of the victim cell 
old interference value from the MUE unit , and information becomes greater than a predefined threshold interference 
on downlink RSRP of the eNB , determine whether or not the 20 value , and an SINR of the FUE unit of the aggressor cell 
FUE unit is in association with an aggressor cell on the basis becomes equal to or greater than a target SINR . Accordingly , 
of the received threshold interference value and pre - regis- co - channel interference can be reduced in a heterogeneous 
tered RSRP information of the FUE unit , and when it is network environment , data transmission eed can be sig 
determined that the FUE unit is in association with the nificantly improved , and latency time can be reduced by 
aggressor cell , add the FUE unit to an aggressor cell list and 25 reducing conventional feedback time . 
transfers the aggressor cell list to the eNB ; the eNB is 
configured to perform sorting for the received aggressor cell BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
list so as to determine a worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell , 
and transfer information on downlink RSRP of the worst The above and other objects , features and other advan 
FUE unit of the aggressor cell to the FeNB in which the 30 tages of the present invention will be more clearly under 
worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell is registered ; and the stood from the following detailed description when taken in 
FeNB , in which the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell is conjunction with the accompanying drawings , in which : 
registered , is configured to repeatedly decrease power of the FIG . 1 is a view of a configuration of a wireless commu 
worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell until an interference nication system applied to an embodiment ; 

ree of the MUE unit that is in association with a 35 FIG . 2 is a view of a flowchart showing a power control 
victim cell becomes greater than a predefined threshold process in an exemplary system ; and 
interference value Ivictimth , and a signal - to - interference - plus- FIG . 3 is a view of a detailed configuration of a power 
noise ratio SINRaggressor of the FUE unit of the aggressor control apparatus in an exemplary system . 
cell becomes equal to or greater than a target signal - to 
interference - plus - noise ratio SINR DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE target 

In order to achieve the above object , according to still INVENTION 
another aspect of the present invention , there is provided a 
power control apparatus in a wireless communication sys- Throughout the specification , the same or like reference 
tem , wherein the system is configured with multiple femto numerals designate the same or like elements . Meanwhile , 
base stations ( FeNBs ) in which one femto user equipment 45 the embodiments should be considered in descriptive sense 
( FUE ) unit is registered in each FeNB , and an evolved base only and not for purposes of limitation . As used herein , the 
station ( NB ) including multiple macro user equipment singular forms are intended to include the plural forms as 
( MUE ) units , the apparatus including : a calculation unit , well , unless the context clearly indicates otherwise . It will be 
calculating a threshold interference value of an adjacent further understood that the terms " comprises ” and / or “ com 
FUE unit in an MUE unit of a victim cell receiving co- 50 prising ” , when used in this specification , specify the pres 
channel interference from the FUE by using a target SINR ; ence of stated features , steps , operations and / or components 
a determination unit determining whether or not the regis- do not preclude the presence or addition of one or more 
tered FUE unit corresponds to an FUE unit of an aggressor features , steps , operations and / or components . 
cell on the basis of the threshold interference value received The techniques described herein may be used for various 
from the FeNB , and information on downlink RSRP of the 55 wireless communication networks such as CDMA , TDMA , 
FUE unit received from the eNB ; an aggressor cell list FDMA , OFDMA , SC - FDMA and other networks . The terms 
transmission unit storing the registered FUE unit in an " network " and " system " are often used interchangeably . A 
aggressor cell list of the FeNB when it is determined that the CDMA network may implement a radio technology such as 
registered FUE unit corresponds to the FUE unit of the universal terrestrial radio access ( UTRA ) , CDMA2000 , etc. 
aggressor cell , and transferring the aggressor cell list to the 60 UTRA includes wideband CDMA ( WCDMA ) and other 
eNB ; a downlink RSRP transmission unit performing sort- variants of CDMA . CDMA2000 covers IS - 2000 , IS - 95 and 
ing for aggressor cell lists of multiple FeNBs received in the IS - 856 standards . A TDMA network may implement a radio 
eNB so as to determine a worst FUE unit of the aggressor technology such as global system for mobile communica 
cell , and transferring information on downlink RSRP of the tions ( GSM ) . 
worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell to the FeNB in which 65 An OFDMA network may implement a radio technology 
the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell is registered ; and a such as evolved UTRA ( E - UTRA . ) , ultra mobile broadband 
power control unit gradually decreasing power of the worst ( UMB ) , IEEE 80211 ( Wi - Fi ) , IEEE 80216 ( WiMAX ) , IEEE 
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80220 , Flash - OFDM , etc. UTRA and E - UTRA are part of a aggressor cell may be controlled according to a situation of 
universal mobile telecommunication system ( UMTS ) . an MUE unit of a victim cell that is derived on the basis of 
3GPP long term evolution ( LTE ) and LIE - advanced ( LTE- a victim list of the closed subscriber group . 

A ) are new releases of UMTS that use E - UTFRA . UTRA , FIG . 2 is a view of a flowchart showing a power control 
E - UTRA , UMTS , LTE , LTE - A and GSM are described in 5 process for reducing co - channel interference in the wireless 
documents from an organization named “ 3rd Generation communication system shown in FIG . 1 . 
Partnership Project ” ( 3GPP ) . CDMA2000 and UMB are Referring to FIG . 2 , first , in 101 , the FeNB measures 
described in documents from an organization named “ 3rd reference signal receive power ( RSRP ) of an FUE unit 
Generation Partnership Project 2 ” ( 3GPP2 ) . The techniques registered in a closed subscriber group so as to generate 
described herein may be used for wireless networks and 10 RSRP information , and stores the RSRP information . 
radio technologies mentioned above as well as other wire- Herein , the RSRP information is defined as a linear average 
less networks and radio technologies . over power contributions of resource elements that carry 
A 5G mobile communication system applied to an cell - specific reference signals within a measurement fre 

embodiment can support mobile cells of various types as quency bandwidth . RSRP information included in a down 
well as a cell by a fixed type base station . 15 link receiving signal from the MeNB and / or the FeNB is 

Also , a femto base station ( FeNB ) according to an used to generate an aggressor list in the eNB or / and the 
embodiment registers information on reference signal FeNB . When RSRP becomes large , uplink interference in an 
received power ( RSRP ) of one FUE unit that is registered in MUE unit also becomes large . 
the FeNB , in an evolved base station ( eNB ) , and determines In 103 , the FUE unit transmits a connection request so as 
whether or not the FUE unit corresponds to an aggressor on 20 receive communication services from the corresponding 
the basis of information on RSRP the FUE unit pre - regis- FeNB . Subsequently , in 105 , the FeNB provides communi 
tered in a closed subscriber group ( CSG ) of the eNB and a cation services between the FUE unit and an MUE unit when 
threshold interference value of the FUE unit . If so , the the MUE unit is present in a CSG list . In other words , the 
registered FUE is added to an aggressor cell list , and the FUE transmits to the FeNB data in an uplink direction , and 
aggressor cell list is transferred to the eNB . In addition , the 25 the FeNB transmits to the MUE unit data in a downlink 
eNB according to an embodiment determines the worst FUE direction . 
unit of the aggressor cell by performing sorting for the However , in 103 , when the MUE unit is not present in the 
received aggressor cell lists of FeNBs , and transfers infor- CSG list , the MUE unit may receive co - channel interference 
mation on RSRP of the FUE unit registered as the worst FUE from neighboring FUE units . 
unit of the aggressor cell to the FeNB . Subsequently , the 30 Herein , a co - channel interference value of the MUE unit 
FeNB controls power of the registered FUE unit . of a victim cell may satisfy Equation 1 below . 
FIG . 1 is a view of a wireless communication system to 

which an embodiment of applied . Referring to FIG . 1 , the 
wireless communication system may include : multiple [ Equation 1 ] 
FeNBs in which one FUE unit is registered in each FeNB , 35 Victim 
and an eNB including multiple MUE units . 

In the wireless communication system , a single cell may 
include a user equipment ( UE ) unit being provided with where n : total neighboring / aggressor cells 
services from a macro base station ( MeNB ) . Also , in the Herein , n is a number of neighboring aggressor cells . 
boundary region of the macro cells , pico cells are formed as 40 In addition , a relation of CCI powers PPUSCH , 
a kind of macro cells so as to provide communication between the MUE unit of the victim cell and a neighboring 
services by using pico base stations ( pico eNB : PeNB ) , and UE unit satisfies Equation 2 below . 
femto base stations ( femto eNB : FeNB ) forming femto cells . 

Herein , the macro cell may cover a relatively large PPUSCH , FIMUE = Po + a ( PL aggressor - PLvictim ) [ Equation 2 ] 
geographic area ( for example , several kilometers in radius ) 45 
and may allow unrestricted access by UE units with service Po = @ :( SINR aggressortar + IOT 0 + subscription . The pico cell may cover a relatively small -10 log M ) 
geographic area and may allow unrestricted access by UE 
units with service subscription . 

PL = RSRP - PTX In addition , the femto cell may cover a relatively small 50 
geographic area ( for example , a home , ) and may allow Herein , P , is initial power , PL 
unrestricted access by UE units in a closed subscriber group neighboring FUE unit of the aggressor cell , PL victim is power 
( CSG ) having association with the femto cell . of the MUE unit of the victim cell , and a is weighting factor . 

Meanwhile , in order to distinguish a terminal receiving Also , the initial power P. may be derived by using a 
services from the FNB from an MUE unit receiving ser- 55 signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio SINR 
vices from the macro base station , and from a pico user between the FUE unit of the aggressor cell and the MUE unit 
equipment ( PUE ) unit receiving services from the pico base of the victim cell , a tolerable interference value IOTOL 
station , the terminal may be represented as a femto user determined on the basis of simulation , maximum power 
equipment ( FUE ) unit . It is estimated that utilization of a P and M. In addition , PL is derived by a difference 
heterogeneous network by installation of the above - men- 60 between RSRP of the FUE unit of the aggressor cell , and 
tioned small cells will increase . transmission power PTx 
When performing uplink transmission from the femto Assuming that at least one UE unit neighboring to the 

base station neighboring to an MUE unit that is not regis- MUE unit of the victim cell uses the same resource , and one 
tered in a closed subscriber group ( CSG ) within the hetero- neighboring UE unit is present while deriving the overall 
geneous network formed with fixed or / and mobile small 65 interference value of the MUE unit of the victim cell , the 
cells , co - channel interference occurs . In an example , in order overall interference probability during one time - frequency 
to reduce the occurring CCI , power of an FUE unit of an slot is small . 
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In an embodiment for reducing co - channel interference , FeNB that has received the information on the downlink 
FIMUE power of the FUE unit of the aggressor cell may be con- RSRP gradually decreases power PPUSCH , of the 

trolled according to a situation of channel interference . worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell . In addition , the 
Accordingly , in 106 , the MUE unit of the victim cell decreased power PPUSCH , satisfies Equation 4 below . 

calculates a threshold interference value for each of the at 
least one neighboring UE unit . Herein , the threshold inter PPUSCH , FIMUE = P PUSCHE , FIMUE P - AP [ Equation 4 ] 
ference value may be derived by using a target signal - to where AP = 0.5 dBm 
noise ratio of each UE unit , and the target signal - to - inter Subsequently , in 111 , the power of the FUE unit of the ference - plus - noise ratio satisfies Equation 3 below . 10 aggressor cell is repeatedly decreased until an interference 

value of Ivictim rec the MUE unit of the victim cell becomes 
greater than a predefined threshold interference value Pvictim Gvictim [ Equation 3 ] and signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio 
SINRaggressor of the FUE unit of the aggressor cell becomes 

15 equal to or greater than a target signal - to - interference - plus 
In addition , the derived threshold interference value is noise ratio SINR , 

transferred to the FeNB . Accordingly , a relation between powers of the MUE unit 
In 107 to 109 , the FeNB may determine whether or not the of the victim cell and the FUE unit of the aggressor cell 

FUE unit is in association with an aggressor cell among satisfies Equation 5 below . 
neighboring UE units on the basis of the received threshold 
interference value and prestored RSRP information on the PPUSCH , " [ Equation 5 ] 
FUE unit among the neighboring UE units , and stores all According to an embodiment , among UE units neighbor 
resulting FUE units of the aggressor cell in an aggressor cell ing to the MUE unit of the victim cell , the FUE unit of the 
list . Herein , the UE units are units present in the neighboring 25 aggressor cell may be derived on the basis of information on 
cell , and the FUE unit is a unit that is present in a cell RSRP of FUE unit registered in the closed subscriber group , 
included in the CSG list of the FeNB among the neighboring and a threshold interference value of the UE unit . Subse UE units . quently , power of the derived FUE unit of the aggressor cell In other words , when the received threshold interference may be gradually decreased until an interference value 
value of the FeNB is determined to be smaller than prestored 30 Ivictimrec of the MUE unit of the victim cell becomes greater downlink RSRP information of the FUE unit in 107 , in 108 , than a predefined threshold interference value Ivictimth , and a the FeNB determines the corresponding FUE unit as the signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio SINR aggressor of the FUE unit of the aggressor cell . Subsequently , in 109 , the FUE unit of the aggressor cell becomes equal to or greater FUE unit of the aggressor cell is added to the aggressor cell than target signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio list , and the aggressor cell list transferred to the eNB . The 35 SINR aggressor . Accordingly , co - channel interference can above series of processes are repeated for all neighboring be reduced in a heterogeneous network environment , data UE units , and the aggressor cell list is generated as shown transmission speed can be significantly improved , and in Table 1 below . latency time can be reduced by reducing conventional 

feedback time . 
TABLE 1 FIG . 3 is a view showing a power control apparatus for 

Reported value Measured quantity value Unit reducing co - channel interference in the wireless communi 
cation system shown in FIG . 1. Referring to FIG . 3 , for the 
wireless communication system including the MUE units , 
the FUE units , the FeNBs , and the eNB , the power control -139 < RSRPK -138 

45 apparatus may include a calculation unit 201 , a determina 
RSRP_95 -46 s RSRPK -45 tion unit 202 , an aggressor cell list transmission unit 203 , a 
RSRP_96 downlink RSRP transmission unit 204 , and a power control RSRP_97 unit 205 . 

The calculation unit 201 calculates a threshold interfer 
Referring to Table 1 , when downlink RSRP is higher than 50 ence value in the MUE unit that receives co - channel inter 

a threshold interference value of 140 dBm , the correspond- ference from the FUE unit by using a target SINR , and 
ing UE unit is determined as the FUE unit of the aggressor transfers the calculated threshold interference value to the 
cell , and added to the aggressor cell list . Herein , all UE units FeNB . 
with downlink RSRP being higher than the threshold inter- The determination unit 202 determines whether or not the 
ference value of 140 dBm may be determined as the FUE 55 registered FUE unit corresponds to an FUE unit of an 
unit of the aggressor cell in uplink transmission . aggressor cell on the basis of the received threshold inter 

Herein , the threshold interference value is used both in ference value and information on RSRP of the FUE unit 
idle and connected states within a range from –140dBm to provided from downlink transmission of the eNB . When it 
-44 dBm , and RSRP for usable signals ranges from about is determined that the FUE unit corresponds to the FUE unit 
-75 dBm close in an LTE cell site , and about –120 dBm in 60 of the aggressor cell , the aggressor cell list transmission unit 
an LTE coverage . 203 stores the FUE unit of the aggressor cell in an aggressor 

Subsequently , in 110 , the eNB derives the worst FUE unit cell list of the FeNB , and transfers the aggressor cell list of 
of the aggressor cell by performing sorting for aggressor cell the FeNB to the eNB . 
lists . Subsequently , in 111 , the eNB transfers information on In addition , the downlink RSRP transmission unit 204 
downlink RSRP of the derived worst FUE unit of the 65 performs sorting for the received aggressor cell lists of 
aggressor cell to the FeNB in which the worst FUE unit of multiple FeNBs so as to determine the worst FUE unit of the 
the aggressor cell is registered . Subsequently , in 112 , the aggressor cell , and then transfers information on downlink 

a 

target 

40 a 
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RSRP of the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell to the 3. The method of claim 1 , wherein the controlling power 
FeNB in which the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell is of the FUE unit includes : 
registered . calculating , by the MUE unit where the co - channel inter 

Also , the power control unit 205 gradually decreases ference has occurred , a threshold interference value of 
power of the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell in the 5 a neighboring FUE unit by using a target signal - to 
FeNB in which the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell is interference - plus - noise ratio ( SINR ) ; 
registered . Herein , the power of the FUE unit of the aggres- determining , by the FeNB , whether or not the registered 
sor cell is repeatedly decreased until an interference value FUE unit is in association with the aggressor cell on the 
Ivictim'ec of the MUE unit of the victim cell becomes greater basis of the received threshold interference value and 
than a predefined threshold interference value Ivictim the RSRP information registered in the FeNB ; 
signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio SINR aggressor of the registering , by the FeNB , the FUE unit of the aggressor 
FUE unit of the aggressor cell becomes equal to greater than cell in an aggressor cell list when it is determined that 

target signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio the registered FUE unit is in association with the 
aggressor cell , and transferring the aggressor cell list to 

According to an embodiment , among UE units neighbor the eNB ; 
ing to the MUE unit of the victim cell , the UE unit of the performing , by the eNB , sorting for aggressor cell lists of 
aggressor cell may be derived on the basis of RSRP of the multiple FeNBs so as to determine a worst FUE unit of 
FUE unit registered in the closed subscriber group , and a the aggressor cell , and transferring information on 
threshold interference value of the FUE unit . Subsequently , 20 downlink RSRP of the worst FUE unit of the aggressor 

cell to the FeNB in which the worst FUE unit of the power of the derived FUE unit of the aggressor cell may be 
gradually decreased until the interference value of the MUE aggressor cell is registered ; and 
unit of the victim cell becomes greater than the predefined gradually decreasing , by the FeNB in which the worst 

FUE unit of the aggressor cell is registered , power of threshold interference value and the SINR of the FUE unit the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell . of the aggressor cell becomes equal to or greater than the 25 4. The method of claim 3 , wherein the power of the worst target SINR . Accordingly , co - channel interference can be FUE unit of the aggressor cell is repeatedly decreased until reduced in a heterogeneous network environment , data an interference value Ivictim rec of the MUE unit that is in 
transmission speed can be significantly improved , and association with a victim cell becomes greater than a pre 
latency time can be reduced by reducing conventional defined threshold interference value I , and a signal 
feedback time . to - interference - plus - noise ratio SINR aggressor of the FUE 

Herein , it is not limited to the embodiments described , unit of the aggressor cell becomes equal to or greater than a 
and may be embodied in other forms . Rather , the exemplary target signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio SINRaggressor . 
embodiments are provided so that the above disclosure will 5. The method of claim 4 , wherein the controlling , by the 
be thorough and complete , and will fully convey the scope FeNB , power of the FUE unit is repeated until a relation 
of the application to those of ordinary skill in the art . between powers of the MUE unit of the victim cell and the 

Although a preferred embodiment of the present invention FUE unit of the aggressor cell satisfies Equation 1 below , 
has been described for illustrative purposes , those skilled in 
the art will appreciate that various modifications , additions PPUSCH , FIMUE = P PUSCH , FIMUE [ Equation 1 ] 

and substitutions are possible , without departing from the 6. A wireless communication system , wherein the system 
scope and spirit of the invention as disclosed in the accom is configured with multiple femto base stations ( FeNBs ) in panying claims . which one femto user equipment ( FUE ) unit is registered in 

each FeNB , and an evolved base station ( eNB ) including 
What is claimed is : multiple macro user equipment ( MUE ) units , wherein 
1. A method of controlling a heterogeneous network 45 the FNB , in which one FUE unit is registered , is con 

configured with an evolved base station ( NB ) at a center of figured to receive a threshold interference value from 
a deployed area and multiple femto base stations ( FeNBs ) in the MUE unit , and information on downlink RSRP 
the deployed area , wherein the eNB includes multiple macro from the eNB , determine whether or not the FUE unit 
user equipment ( MUE ) units and more than one femto user is in association with an aggressor cell on the basis of 
equipment ( FUE ) unit is registered in each FeNB , the 50 the received threshold interference value and pre - reg 
method comprising : istered RSRP information of the FUE unit , and when it 

registering information on reference signal receive power is determined that the FUE unit is in association with 
( RSRP ) of a registered FUE unit in the FeNBs and the the aggressor cell , add the FUE unit to an aggressor cell 
eNB ; list , and transfer the aggressor cell list to the eNB ; 

requesting a connection between an FUE unit and an 55 the eNB is configured to perform sorting for the received 
MUE unit to a neighbor FeNB ; aggressor cell list so as to determine a worst FUE unit 

if an RSRP received from the FeNB is greater than a of the aggressor cell , and transfer information on down 
predefined threshold and the FUE unit is in a closed- link RSRP of the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell 
subscriber group ( CSG ) list , providing communication to the FeNB in which the worst FUE unit of the 
services with the FeNB ; aggressor cell is registered ; and 

if the MUE unit is not in the CSG list , receiving co- the FeNB , in which the worst FUE unit of the aggressor 
channel interference from neighboring FUEs ; and cell is registered , is configured to repeatedly decrease 

controlling power of the FUE unit in association with an power of the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell until 
aggressor cell by using RSRP information received an interference value Ivictimrec of the MUE unit that is in 
from the eNB when co - channel interference occurs . association with a victim cell becomes greater than a 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the RSRP is used to predefined threshold interference value I , and a 
create a victim list on each macro or femto base station . signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio SINR aggressor of 
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the FUE unit of the aggressor cell becomes equal to or when it is determined that the registered FUE unit 
greater than a target signal - to - interference - plus - noise corresponds to the FUE unit of the aggressor cell , and 

transferring the aggressor cell list to the eNB ; 
7. A power control apparatus in a wireless communication a downlink RSRP transmission unit performing sorting 

system , wherein the system is configured with multiple 5 for aggressor cell lists of multiple FeNBs received in 
femto base stations ( FeNBs ) in which one femto user the eNB so as to determine a worst FUE unit of the 
equipment ( FUE ) unit is registered in each FeNB , and an aggressor cell , and transferring information on down 
evolved base station ( NB ) including multiple macro user link RSRP of the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell 

to the FeNB in which the worst FUE unit of the equipment ( MUE ) units , the power control apparatus com 
prising : aggressor cell is registered ; and 

a calculation unit , calculating a threshold interference a power control unit gradually decreasing power of the 
value of an adjacent FUE unit in the MUE unit in worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell , wherein the power 
association with a victim cell receiving co - channel of the worst FUE unit of the aggressor cell is repeatedly 
interference from the FUE by using a target SINR ; decreased until an interference value Ivictim of the 

MUE unit that is in association with the victim cell a determination unit determining whether or not the registered FUE unit corresponds to an FUE unit of an becomes greater than a predefined threshold interfer 
ence value Ivietinth , and a signal - to - interference - plus aggressor cell on the basis of the threshold interference noise ratio SINR aggressor of the FUE unit of the aggres value received from the FeNB , and information on 

downlink RSRP of the FUE unit received from the cell becomes equal to or greater than 
eNB ; target signal - to - interference - plus - noise ratio 

an aggressor cell list transmission unit storing the regis SINR , 
tered FUE unit in an aggressor cell list of the FeNB 

rec 
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